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Urban Policy-Making
Sociological Elite Theories (Mills, Hunter)
Pluralism (Dahl)
Limited City (Peterson)
Growth Machine (Logan and Molotoch)
All of these assume economic interpretations where
development-based interests dominate by holding
resources elected officials need to stay in office
Regime Theory (Stone)
– Governing coalitions vary with systemic power interests

Other: progressive regimes, unconventional cultures, new
political cultures, creative cultures
Propose: Local Civic Culture Framework
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Regime Theory - Basics
Business leaders have divergent interests
Government leaders have independent
powers
Demands of interest groups and citizen
coalitions, and the need for monetary and
political resources from the business
community – environmental conditions
mandate this relationship

Regime Theory - Critique
Focuses too heavily on development
policies and misses other aspects of the
environment
How is a government regime shaped?
Is regime the only important factor?
Do all cities have “regimes?”
We consider “regime” to be only a single
aspect of the larger “civic culture”
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Local Civic Culture
To understand how municipal officials:
– weigh the interests of different groups
– govern the local entity
– engage in decision-making
– ultimately select and implement public policies

Civic Culture
– what issues are problems
– what solutions are possible
– how decisions are made
– who is involved in decision-making

Civic Culture - background
Almond and Verba (1963)
– Orientation – cognitive knowledge of political system
– Affective – feelings about the system, leaders, policy
– Evaluative – judgments and opinions

Inglehart (1988)
Putnam (1993)
Awareness and knowledge of and affection for
politics and the political system, personal
behaviors (voting, group membership, general
values), focus on national political systems not
local
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Civic Culture – background 2
Kluckhohn (1954) – 6 themes (language,
aesthetic expression, standardized orientation to
life problems, means to perpetuate the group,
individual demands for order, individual
demands for survival)
Elazar (1994) – culture shapes government
through perceptions of political community, by
influencing recruitment, and by how the art of
governing is practiced
Parsons (1951) and Easton (1965) – systemic
notions of culture

Civic Culture Framework
Social or ideological local culture (individual)
– Individual values, beliefs and ideologies
– Party preferences, liberal/conservative, life style
choices, political tolerance, religious values

Systemic culture (civic)
– Rooted in governance, history and sense of
community, individual and group interactions in
public policy-making, allocation of value,
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FIGURE 1: LOCAL CULTURE MAP
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY
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Methodology
Comparative Case Studies
– Elite Interviews
– Citizen Surveys
– Key Documents

North American Project
Journal of Urban Affairs Symposium
Georgetown University Press
US Cities:
– Louisville, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Miami, San
Diego, Dallas, Charlotte

Canadian Cities:
– Toronto, Ottawa, Vancouver, Calgary
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Civic Culture: Emerging Paradigm
What types of local civic culture are present in
cities in each country?
Do cultural types cross national boundaries?
Do cities have a single local civic culture that
permeates all policy arenas or are there
variations depending on policy type?
Is there a unified local perspective on civic
culture among government officials, business
leaders and citizens?
Do large central cities with demographic, racial,
and ethnic diversity evidence a single local civic
culture?
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